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Abstract 

The work is in the applied research line and aims to analyze the legal provisions on specific tax regarding the 
measure in which this tax would ensure an equal tax treatment in the economic environment that would comply with 
the principle of proportionality. The specific tax will take effect from January 1st, 2017 in Romania for the activities in 
tourism and hotels field, restaurants, bars and public food services. The research methods are based on analysis and 
comparison. The paper specifically follows the way in which the specific tax will influence the taxpayers, corporate tax 
payers currently operating in the areas listed above, as they are obliged to replace the corporate tax with a fixed tax 
until 2017. This tax influenced only by the entity's ability to produce income (useful surface of the location), 
commercial venue (area and location), category and seasonality of activities, it no longer takes into account the actual 
obtained profit. We believe that in those areas was rather necessary to establish a minimum tax, not a fixed tax. We 
welcome the calculation and substantiation mode of the specific tax depending on the national average set at the level 
of 2014 based on the tax data from NAFA and other institutes and business organizations in these areas, however, after 
the analysis, we believe that this tax, although is going to ensure more efficient collection of tax claims from a larger 
number of taxpayers and is going to facilitate the reduction of tax evasion level from certain taxpayers and it will also 
facilitate the large taxpayers who usually due a lower tax than the performed profit. 
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1.Introduction 

 
Previously established as an annual invariable tax, starting with January 1st, 2017 the economic agents in 

Romania which on 31.12.2016 were not in liquidation and registered main or secondary activity in the tourism sector 
(NACE 5520, 5530, 5590), hotels (NACE 5510), restaurants (NACE 5610), bars (5630) and public food service (5621, 
5629), will due to the state budget an annual tax called tax specific to those activities [1]. 

This forfait tax will replace the corporate tax for those taxpayers without affecting in any way the ones who 
owe income tax for microenterprises to the state budget (the annual turnover is less than the cap amount of 100,000 
Euros and make no income from consultancy/management exceeding 20% of turnover). [2] 

The calculation mode for the economic agents in the tourism and hotels sector, restaurants, bars and public 
food service is not influenced by the size of the turnover and the achieved profit level, but it will only take into account 
several indicators (variables) considered relevant, as follows: 

- economic agents’ capacity in the mentioned sector to provide income, indicator measured by the number 
of accommodation and useful commercial surface or serving the location (surface location is weighted by 
an adjustment coefficient for technical space, equal to 0.9); 

- commercial venue, by differentially quantifying the area of work (“Locality rank”, namely: Bucharest; 
Braşov, Cluj-Napoca, Constanţa, Craiova, Iaşi, Ploieşti, Sibiu, Timişoara, called by legislator as “8 
poles”; municipalities; towns; resorts; communes and villages) and location (on four areas, from 
periphery, area D, center, to area A); 

- seasonality of the business or average occupancy. 
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the legal provisions on the specific tax regarding the measure in which 

this income ensures an equal tax treatment in the economic environment, complying with the principle of 
proportionality as motivated by the initiators of the regulation. Not least, it is trying to determine the extent to which 
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the specific tax is going to lead to the elimination of unfair competition, increase of voluntary compliance and stimulate 
investment [3]. 
 
2. Annual specific tax calculation 
 

The specific tax is regulated differently in the following activities: 
- restaurants and public food service (NACE 5610, 5621 and 5629); 
- vendors in the ice cream stalls (NACE 5610); 
- mobile carts that sell food (NACE 5610); 
- preparing food in stalls in the markets (NACE 5610); 
- bars (NACE 5630); 
- hotels and accommodations (NACE 5510, 5520, 5530, 5590). 

 
2.1. Annual specific tax calculation for restaurants and public food service 

For restaurants and food activities [1], the annual specific tax is determined by the locality rank (variable 
denoted by x, being contained between 3 and 17), the useful surface of the location (variable denoted by y, with values 
between 2 and 105) and seasonality (variable denoted by z with values between 0.10 and 0.45) using the following 
calculation formula: 

I = 1400 * (x+y*0,9)*z        (1) 
There can be found calculated the tax specific to the economic agents developing main or secondary acitivities 

in fields such as restaurants and public food service, on each category, using a calculation formula (1) in Table 1. 
 

Table 1 Tax specific to restaurants and public food service (expressed in lei depending on surface) 

Surface 
-sqm- 

Type of taxpayers according with the areas where they have carrying out their activities 

Commune Resorts City 
8 poles 
area D 

8 poles 
area C 

8 poles 
area B 

8 poles 
area A 

Buc 
area D 

Buc 
area C 

Buc 
area B 

Buc 
area A 

0-30 672 2856 3332 8379 9324 9954 10584 9639 10584 11214 11844 

31-50 1302 4746 5537 11214 12159 12789 13419 12474 13419 14049 14679 

51-70 1932 6636 7742 14049 14994 15624 16254 15309 16254 16884 17514 

71-90 2436 8148 9506 16317 17262 17892 18522 17577 18522 19152 19782 

91-120 3066 10038 11711 19152 20097 20727 21357 20412 21357 21987 22617 

121-160 4074 13062 15239 23688 24633 25263 25893 24948 25893 26523 27153 

161-200 5208 16464 19208 28791 29736 30366 30996 30051 30996 31626 32256 

201-240 6342 19866 23177 33894 34839 35469 36099 35154 36099 36729 37359 

241-300 7728 24024 28028 40131 41076 41706 42336 41391 42336 42966 43596 

301-400 9870 30450 35525 49770 50715 51345 51975 51030 51975 52605 53235 

401-500 10500 32340 37730 52605 53550 54180 54810 53865 54810 55440 56070 

501-600 11130 34230 39935 55440 56385 57015 57645 56700 57645 58275 58905 

601-700 11760 36120 42140 58275 59220 59850 60480 59535 60480 61110 61740 

701-800 12390 38010 44345 61110 62055 62685 63315 62370 63315 63945 64575 

over 801 13650 41790 48755 66780 67725 68355 68985 68040 68985 69615 70245 
Growth 
index 

(largest 
and 

smallest 
surface) 20,31 14,63 14,63 7,97 7,26 6,87 6,52 7,06 6,52 6,21 5,93 

Source: own processing by using [1]  
 
It can be seen that there is a visible differentiation for the economic agents carrying out their activities in 

common, resorts and cities, on the one hand, to those from Bucharest and 8 poles, on the other hand.  
The annual tax specific to the taxpayers in areas A-D for those in Bucharest and 8 poles, depending on the 

useful surface of the premises follow the same growth trend, being in gross amount, close enough (for example, for a 
surface between 91 and 120 sqm., the tax specific to the area A Bucharest is of 22.617 lei, close to that due by a 
taxpayer in area A 8 poles, 21.357 lei).  

This situation can be characterized as one fair or equitable, being suggestively drawn in figure 1. 
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However, comparing the annual specific tax determined for each location individually, as a ratio between the 
largest surface (over 801 sqm) and the lower surface (0-30 sqm) we note that for those living in communes the tax 
increases 20.31 times, for resorts and cities 14.63 times, while the remaining categories between 5.93 and 7.97 times. 

 

 
Figure 1 Fluctuation of the specific tax for restaurants depending on the useful surface and commercial venue 

 

However, on a closer analysis, it appears that the tax specific to restaurants and public food services has a 
growth rate much higher in the case of taxpayers in communes, as the surface of the location increases compared to the 
rate recorded in the taxpayers in Bucharest or 8 poles. At the same time, the rate of the mobile base bonus is identical to 
the taxpayers in towns and resorts for the same useful surface. In addition, for the surfaces between 401 sqm and 800 
sqm, the mobile base growth rate for all categories is between 0.05 and 0.06 (the situation is shown in Table 2). 

Table 2 Mobile base growth rate 

Surface 
-sqm- 

Type of taxpayers according with the areas where they have carrying out their activities 

Commune Resorts City 
8 poles  
area D 

8 poles 
area C 

8 poles 
area B 

8 poles 
area A 

Bucharest 
area D 

Buc 
area C 

Buc 
area B 

Buc 
area A 

0-30 * * * * * * * * * * * 

31-50 0,94 0,66 0,66 0,34 0,30 0,28 0,27 0,29 0,27 0,25 0,24 

51-70 0,48 0,40 0,40 0,25 0,23 0,22 0,21 0,23 0,21 0,20 0,19 

71-90 0,26 0,23 0,23 0,16 0,15 0,15 0,14 0,15 0,14 0,13 0,13 

91-120 0,26 0,23 0,23 0,17 0,16 0,16 0,15 0,16 0,15 0,15 0,14 

121-160 0,33 0,30 0,30 0,24 0,23 0,22 0,21 0,22 0,21 0,21 0,20 

161-200 0,28 0,26 0,26 0,22 0,21 0,20 0,20 0,20 0,20 0,19 0,19 

201-240 0,22 0,21 0,21 0,18 0,17 0,17 0,16 0,17 0,16 0,16 0,16 

241-300 0,22 0,21 0,21 0,18 0,18 0,18 0,17 0,18 0,17 0,17 0,17 

301-400 0,28 0,27 0,27 0,24 0,23 0,23 0,23 0,23 0,23 0,22 0,22 

401-500 0,06 0,06 0,06 0,06 0,06 0,06 0,05 0,06 0,05 0,05 0,05 
501-600 0,06 0,06 0,06 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 
601-700 0,06 0,06 0,06 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 
701-800 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 

over 801 0,10 0,10 0,10 0,09 0,09 0,09 0,09 0,09 0,09 0,09 0,09 
Source: own processing by using Table 1  
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This situation is being suggestively drawn in figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2 Mobile base growth rate of the specific tax for restaurants depending on the useful surface 

 and commercial venue 
 

For vendors in ice cream stalls, for mobile carts selling food or for food preparation activities at the stands in 
the markets, the annual specific tax amounts 1.500 lei. 

 
2.2. Annual specific tax calculation for bars and for hotels 

For bars [1], the annual specific tax is determined using the following formula (indicators have the same name, but 
have different values than those for restaurants): 

I = 900 * (x+y*0,9)*z         (2) 
There can be found calculated the tax specific to the economic agents developing main or secondary acitivities 

in fields such as bars, on each category, using a calculation formula (2) in Table 3. 
 

Table 3 Tax specific to bars since 2017 (expressed in lei depending on surface) 

Surface 
-sqm- 

Type of taxpayers according with the areas where they have carrying out their activities 

Com
mune 

Nation
al 

resorts 
City 

Mun 
area 
D 

Mun 
area 
C 

Mun 
area 
B 

Mun 
area 
A 

8 poles 
area D 

8 
poles 
area 
C 

8 
poles 
area 
B 

8 
poles 
area 
A 

Buc 
area 
D 

Buc 
area 
C 

Buc 
area 
B 

Buc 
area A 

0-30 297 1197 1368 2088 3528 4248 5148 5184 5589 5994 6399 5792 6399 6804 7209 

31-50 540 1764 2016 2736 4176 4896 5796 5913 6318 6723 7128 6521 7128 7533 7938 

51-70 783 2331 2664 3384 4824 5544 6444 6642 7047 7452 7857 7250 7857 8262 8667 

71-90 1026 2898 3312 4032 5472 6192 7092 7371 7776 8181 8586 7979 8586 8991 9396 

91-120 1269 3465 3960 4680 6120 6840 7740 8100 8505 8910 9315 8708 9315 9720 10125 

121-160 1755 4599 5256 5976 7416 8136 9036 9558 9963 10368 10773 10166 10773 11178 11583 

161-200 1998 5166 5904 6624 8064 8784 9684 10287 10692 11097 11502 10895 11502 11907 12312 

201-240 2241 5733 6552 7272 8712 9432 10332 11016 11421 11826 12231 11624 12231 12636 13041 

241-300 2484 6300 7200 7920 9360 10080 10980 11745 12150 12555 12960 12353 12960 13365 13770 

301-400 3092 7718 8820 9540 10980 11700 12600 13568 13973 14378 14783 14175 14783 15188 15593 

401-500 3699 9135 10440 11160 12600 13320 14220 15390 15795 16200 16605 15998 16605 17010 17415 

501-600 4914 11970 13680 14400 15840 16560 17460 19035 19440 19845 20250 19643 20250 20655 21060 

601-700 6129 14805 16920 17640 19080 19800 20700 22680 23085 23490 23895 23288 23895 24300 24705 

701-800 7344 17640 20160 20880 22320 23040 23940 26325 26730 27135 27540 26933 27540 27945 28350 

801-900 8559 20475 23400 24120 25560 26280 27180 29970 30375 30780 31185 30578 31185 31590 31995 
901-
1000 9774 23310 26640 27360 28800 29520 30420 33615 34020 34425 34830 34223 34830 35235 35640 
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over 
1000 10989 26145 29880 30600 32040 32760 33660 37260 37665 38070 38475 37868 38475 38880 39285 

Growth 
index 

(largest 
and 

smallest 
surface) 37 21,84 21,84 14,66 9,08 7,71 6,54 7,19 6,74 6,35 6,01 6,54 6,01 5,71 5,45 

Source: own processing by using [2] 
 

This situation is being suggestively drawn in figure 3. 
 

 
Figure 3 Fluctuation of the specific tax for bars depending on the useful surface and commercial venue 

 
 For hotels and other accommodation, the annual specific tax is determined depending on a specific standard 
tax (denoted by k, between 22 lei/beds/year and 820 lei/ beds/year) and the actual number of beds/accomodation 
namely: 

I = k * number of beds         (3) 
 

3. Conclusions 
 
Analyzing the legal provisions on the specific tax regarding the extent to which this tax would ensure an equal 

tax treatment in the economic environment that would comply with the principle of proportionality, we find that the 
taxpayers in the tourism and hotels sector, restaurants, bars and public food service will fall after January 1st, 2017, 
compared to the performed profits in two categories: 

- some will pay less (the specific tax will be lower than the performed corporate tax), benefiting from an 
advantage; 

- others will have to pay more (the specific tax is higher than the performed corporate tax). 
Those in the first category will be able to use the advantage for new investments, while the latter will have to 

find additional resources required for the payment of the specific tax. Most often, these entities practice tax evasion, as 
the memorandum of reasons of the initiators of the law shows. For example, from the data provided by NAFA, INS and 
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other business organizations in the tourism sector to substantiate the specific tax, it was found that guest houses, 
although practice tariffs about 20% less than hotels, they have a high degree of non-compliance or declaration of 
certain profits per beds of 1.5 times lower than those declared by hotels. 

At first glance it may be considered that those who have to pay a bigger tax (compared to the performed 
corporate tax) will be forced to reduce investments, to find new practices of tax evasion or even close the actiity.  

We believe that to ensure an equal tax treatment of all entities in the tourism and hotels sector, restaurants, 
bars and public food service, the specific tax should be minimum, not a forfait one.  

Therefore, the entities in that sector should pay to the state either the specific tax (if this would be higher than 
the corporate tax) or corporate tax (if this would be higher than the specific tax).  

It would thus ensure an increase in state budget revenues and a fair contribution of the entities in the tourism 
sector. 
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